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1. INTRODUCTION
Electro-hydraulic servo actuator systems 
(EHSAS) ind signi icant uses in several areas 
due to their reliability, maintainability and 
high-power ef iciency. Consequently, they are 
integrated into many applications such as 
manipulators, vehicles, robots, and aircraft [1]. 
Therefore, precise control of EHSAS is an active 

research area and great effort has been done 
in the ield of dynamic modelling and control 
of actuators to enhance performance and 
accuracy. An accurate mathematical model is 
required for analyzing the EHSAS dynamics and 
designing a control system. The mathematical 
model is obtained through the process of system 
identi ication which can be categorized as white 
box, black box, and grey box. The development 
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proposed selection is done by performing system identi ication, obtaining a mathematical model 
and comparing it with a nonlinear hydraulic actuator model designed in Simscape. After validation, 
a nonlinear PID control has been tuned on the identi ied model and tested on the nonlinear model. 
Extensive simulations have been run and results show accurate mathematical modelling, as well as 
precise control, has been achieved through the proposed methodology.      
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of the white-box model is entirely derived from 
the irst principles. This kind of modelling 
assumes complete knowledge of the process 
and is determined by theoretical modelling. 
When enough knowledge is not available then a 
general model structure can be used in black-box 
modelling. By using an estimation the procedure, 
parameters are estimated by providing custom 
excitation inputs/signals to the system and 
measuring the output. A combination of the 
black and white box model is the grey box model. 
In addition to the knowledge from the irst 
principles and the information contained in the 
measurement data, other sources of knowledge 
such as qualitative knowledge formulated in 
the rules may also be used. However, such 
modelling is de ined by the inclusion of various 
kinds of easily available information [2]. When 
an accurate mathematical model is available 
then the control scheme needs to be selected 
which enables precise manipulation of different 
performance parameters despite non-linearities, 
friction, noise, internal leakages, and delays. 
This research aims to investigate the relation of 
excitation signal with the system dynamics that 

(a) Flight Simulator [3] 

are further used in building the mathematical 
model of EHSAS with the help of system 
identi ication techniques. Although often 
ignored in the previous indings, this research 
determines the right excitation frequencies 

related to the system bandwidth and also

(b) Hydraulic Actuator [4]

Figure 1: Example of a light simulator with 
individual hydraulic actuator. 

de ines the behaviour of the system. By considering 
the bandwidth of the system in the selection 
of excitation inputs, further improvements are 
achieved in the system identi ication resulting in 
a more accurate mathematical model.  The model 
has been validated with the help of multiple test 
signals of varying amplitudes and frequencies. 
The proposed black-box modelling method can 
build and parametrize an accurate model of 
servo control hydraulic actuator with signi icant 
accuracy. The main contributions of this research 
paper are summarized below;

• Th e Realistic Nonlinear Dynamic Model of 
Hydraulic Actuator of Aircraft  Flight Simulator 
has been designed.

• An appropriate selection of the excitation input 
based on system properties has been proposed.

• Th e selection of excitation input characteristics 
based on system dynamics has been proposed.

• Experimental validation has been performed in 
simula¬tion.

Th e remaining part of the paper is assembled as 
follows. Section 2 reviews existing literature in the 
area of system identifi cation and control of hydraulic 
actuators. Section 3 presents the methodology portion 
that covers some of the basic concepts used for system 
identifi cation and its diff erent techniques and further 
illuminates the implementation of controller design. 
Th e paper is fi nally concluded in Section 4.
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2. Literature Review
Due to their importance in industry, the control 
of servo-hydraulic systems has attracted a lot 
of attention from re¬searchers. To obtain a 
mathematical model of the system, a method 
of identifying an actuator needs to be chosen 
so that an optimal accuracy of the model can 
be attained. This section reviews the recent 
literature relevant to system identi ication 
and control of hydraulic actuators. A detailed 
analysis of system identi ication covering the 
excitation sig¬nal, model type, model order, and 
validation accuracy of these techniques has been 
performed. The literature review is summarized 
in Table 1.

In 2009 Wang et al. [6] proposed a model 
identi ication of the electro-hydraulic servo 

position system based on the Real-Time 
Workshop (RTW) hardware in the loop simulation 
framework, as well as the MATLAB toolbox for 
system identi ication. They obtained a 3rd order 
State Space and ARX model by feeding a sine 
wave signal as an excitation signal. The author 
was able to achieve very precise control through 
a nonlinear hybrid controller consisting of a 
proportional, fuzzy, and classic PID controller. 
However, their system identi ication techniques 
covered a limited amount of dynamic range due 
to the use of a single frequency. Kalyoncu et al. 
[5] suggested the Fuzzy logic controller and 
introduced a 3rd order transfer function. They 
considered the leakage low in their mathematical 
modelling while most authors have ignored this 
phenomenon. They investigated the effects of 
internal leakage on the obtained mathematical  

Table 1: Available Literature on System Identification And Controller Design Techniques.

No     Author Excitation  Model  Model  Validation Controller Shortcomings
  Signal Type Order Accuracy Design
1 Kalyoncu  Mathematical Transfer 3rd ---- Fuzzy Logic The model has
 et al. [5] Modelling Function Order   Controller not been acquired
       from a real  
       system
2 Wang Sine Wave State Space, 3rd ---- Proportion- The model could
 et al. [6]  ARX Order  Fuzzy PID not cover all the
      Hybrid dynamics through
       a single input   
       frequency
3 Rahmat Multisine ARX 4th Order 92.8% PID Selection of
 et al. [7]      excitation signal
       has not been related  
       to  its dynamics and 
       randomly selected its
       frequencies
4 Izzuddin Multisine,  ARX 3rd 95.86%  Predictive The selection of
 et al. [8] step  Order 94.67% Functional the excitation signal
      Control. and their frequencies
      PID have not been related  
       to its dynamics
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No     Author Excitation  Model  Model  Validation Controller Shortcomings
  Signal Type Order Accuracy Design
5 Ishak   Multisine ARX 3rd 91.16% Pole  Selection of excitation 
 et al. [9]   Order   Placement  signal has not
      Method been related to its 
       dynamics and 
       selection on trial-and
       -error base method
6 Ren G  Chirp Transfer  4th  ---- Adaptive  The full capability 
 et al. [10]  Function Order  Controller of actuators has 
       not been tested
7 Ghazali  Load and  ARX 3rd   ---- Hybrid  The model has 
 et al. [11],  Pressure  Order  Fuzzy not been validated 
 Saeed Values    PID on whole dynamics 
8 Liang  3 Types  ARX 3rd ----  Predictive Validation has not 
 et al. [13] of Signal  Order  Controller been done on their
       mathematical model
       either through a test  
       signals or best-fit  
       criteria
9 Proposed Multisine, Transfer 3rd 99.17% NPID ----
 Technique Chirp Function, Order 98.79%
   ARX

model and the ef iciency of the position control 
system even on the small spool displacement. 
Rahmat et al. [7] have also formulated a related 
work to model the electro-hydraulic actuator. 
The author used a multisine signal and obtained 
the 4th order ARX model with validation of 
92.8% by using system identi ication techniques 
and further designed a PID controller for the 
model through simulation. The work proposed 
a mathematical model based on best- it criteria, 
residual analysis of autocorrelation and cross-
correlation. Although good results were achieved, 
the parameters of the multisine excitation signal 
were selected randomly and not related to the 
physical characteristics of the hydraulic actuator. 
Ishak et al. [9] designed a feedback controller 
with a pole placement method to achieve better 
system performance with more accuracy. The 
model was acquired by system identi ication 
based on the ARX model by introducing trial and 

error-based frequencies of multisine signals. 
Therefore, the actual model is close to the 
obtained 3rd order model with 91.16% best- it 
validation accuracy. Izzuddin et al. [8] presented 
a system identi ication approach by using two 
types of excitation signals, the identi ication of 
the EHA system has been performed and the 3rd 
order ARX model was chosen. Multisine signal 
exhibit 95.86% best- it criteria whereas the step 
input signal showed 94.67% it. Other than the 
best- it criteria, these models were also selected 
based on inal prediction error (FPE) and mean 
square error (MSE). For position tracking, this 
research outlined the modelling and designing 
of the predictive functional control (PFC) 
algorithm and then compared it with the PID 
controller by using PSO tuning method. Ren 
G et al. [10] developed a controller with low 
bandwidth based on an of line parametric linear 
identi ication technique. It was observed that 
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the internal actuator leakage altered the model 
type and signi icantly reduced the open-loop 
gain that is constrained to motion. To design a 
controller, the mathematical model is generally 
obtained irst by using system identi ication 
techniques. They obtained the 4th order transfer 
function based on the chirp input signal, but the 
full capability of the actuator has not been tested 
for validation purposes. In 2019, Liang et al. 
[13] applied the technique of Model Predictive 
Control (MPC) by using the optimization and 
constraint handling problem. This technique 
was validated through predictive functional 
control (PFC) and the results were evaluated for 
position control EHA system with and without 
disturbances in both MATLAB simulation and 
real-time experiments. On the other hand, the 
dynamic characteristics of the system gain 
through system identi ication based on the 3rd 
order ARX model by using three different types 
of input signals. However, validation has not 
been done on their mathematical model either 
through test signals or best- it criteria. Li et al. 
[14] introduced a methodology by integrating 
black and grey box model identi ication for 
deriving a mathematical model of an electro-
hydraulic servo system. A white-box model of 
the entire system was built and the unknown 
parameters were calculated approximately as 
per prior experience. In this research, to enhance 
the model of a white box, the identi ication 
of the black box model was applied to change 
certain parameters of the model. Finally, the 
identi ication of the grey box model has been 
done using the improved model as a new initial 
model. Therefore, simulation results and their 
comparison with measurement data showed an 
accurate model of the system. Ghazali et al. [11] 
dealt with system identi ication using recursive 
or of line techniques and proposed a 3rd order 
ARX model by varying load and pressure values. 
As the signi icant effect in model parameters 
have been improved, despite that, the model has 
not been validated on whole dynamics. In 2019, 
Liyang et al. [15] presented a double-layered 
network scheme identi ication, a combination 
of the black and grey box method. However, a 
precise model is obtained by adding the two 

layers separately. Based on the validation tests, 
the obtained model is highly compatible with the 
actual model. Moreover, disturbance, stability, 
and speed are some dynamics of the system, that 
were being used to improve the system by adding 
controllers to the existing system. In this regard, 
Zhong proposed an algorithm [16] that is the 
combination of fuzzy logic and neural network 
techniques, to suppress the non-linearities and 
disturbances for such systems. Wonohadidjojo 
et al. proposed a Fuzzy logic controller to 
overcome the non-linearities and Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) method used in his research 
to obtain the best value for tuning its parameters 
[17]. Saeed et al. [12] introduced a hybrid fuzzy 
PID tracking methodology for the electro-
hydraulic servo system from the perspective of 
heavy manufacturing processes. The aim was to 
build a nonlinear hybrid controller comprising of 
a classical PID controller, fuzzy logic controller, 
and a fuzzy-PID controller based on the self-
adjusting modifying factor that signi icantly 
improves the robustness of the system and its 
dynamic and static properties. Researchers 
have introduced a variety of other controllers 
as well to overcome the non-linearities of the 
system, such as linear, nonlinear controller, 
and arti icial intelligence approaches such as 
PID [18], model predictive control (MPC) [19], 
sliding mode control (SMC) [20], and adaptive 
control [21]. After reviewing the state-of-the-art 
relevant literature, it has been determined that 
a methodology for relating excitation signals 
with dynamics of the system to be identi ied, has 
not been presented. Therefore, in this research, 
the primary focus is to present a framework 
for the selection of correct parameters of 
excitation signals. Our work improves upon the 
existing research in this ield by characterizing 
the excitation signal concerning the dynamics 
of the system to be identi ied. As a irst step, a 
realistic nonlinear dynamic model of EHSAS 
has been developed in Simulink. The effects of 
compressibility, friction, internal servo valve 
leakage, actuator leakage, and inertia have been 
included to make the model more accurate. Once 
the mathematical model is obtained through 
system identi ication, a nonlinear PID controller 
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has been used to implement the precise position 
control of an electro-hydraulic servo system.

3. Methodology and Experimental 
Validation
Firstly, the following section explains the 
dynamics of the system. Then based on dynamics, 
the nonlinear hydraulic actuator system has 
been modelled by using the Simscape physical 
system toolbox where all components of the 
hydraulic actuator have been provided, which are 
particularly applied to control the displacement 
of the hydraulic actuator. Furthermore, system 
identi ication techniques have been done to 
acquire an accurate model and for that, a suitable 
selection of excitation signal and model have 
been identi ied. Consequently, after the EHSAS 
model as shown in Fig. 2 is acquired, both the 
simulation and the position control of EHSAS 
experiments 

have been performed based on the obtained 
model. Moreover, a nonlinear PID controller has 
been implemented on the nonlinear model and 
the identi ied model.

3.1. Dynamics of the Plant
The EHSAS to be studied here in this paper is 
a Moog MCR-M-1002 hydraulic actuator that is 
commonly used in the motion platform of light 
simulators. The plant is also composed of a servo 
ampli ier, servo valve by Moog 725-106, and the 
load. The whole system is operated by

Figure 2: Basic Flow of EHSAS 

a hydraulic pump equipped with safety valves. 
To make the system more ef icient, the system 
also incorporates the following sensors: 1 
linear variable differential transducer (LVDT) 
that governs the position of each cylinder, two 
pressure transducers; one for piston side and 
second for rod side chamber pressure, and two 
limit switches to interpret the feedback of full 
extension and retraction of the cylinder.

In this study, the EHSAS under consideration 
consists of two major components: the valve and 
the cylinder. The cylinder has been modelled 
along with a double actuator with load mounted 
at the end of the rod. The servo valve and 
actuator are depicted in Fig. 2. The control signal 
is represented by , the displacement of the 
cylinder is represented by  is the area of 
the hydraulic cylinder, the luid low to and from 
the cylinder is  and , respectively. The luid 
pressure within chamber 1 of the cylinder is  
and chamber 2 of the cylinder is . On both sides, 
the pressurized areas are  and , respectively. 
When there is a pressure difference between  
and  the cylinder will extend or retract in its 
position. The servo valve controls the luid low  
in each chamber. The basic luid low is expressed 
by Equation 1.

     (1)

where  is servo valve gain,  denotes spool valve 
displacement that is controlled by input signal  
and  is the pressure difference. The luid low 
towards the cylinder and back to the cylinder is 
represented by Equations 2 and 3 [25].
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Figure 3: Nonlinear Model of EHSAS. 

 
(2)

 
(3)

Therefore, pressure can be obtained for each 
chamber by specifying the relation between the 
bulk modulus, volume, and low rate. The luid 
pressure  and  can be written as:

   (4)

   (5)

Now, Equation 6 presents a relation between the 
spool valve displacement , and the input voltage 
signal , where the servo valve gain  acts as the 
constant of proportionality.

    (6)

Hence, the hydraulic system dynamics for luid 
low  has been obtained from a Tailor Series 

Linearization.

  (7)

Because of the luid low , the load pressure  
can be de ined as the pressure across the servo 
actuator and the irst derivative equation of 
the load pressure is de ined by the division of 
the total low through the luid capacitance and 
hydraulic actuator. Here,  represents the low 
gain coef icient and  shows the low pressure 
coef icient. So, the irst derivative of the load 
pressure in the form of a mathematical equation 
is given by [8].

 (8)

Here,  de ines the bulk modulus,  represents 
the total leakage coef icient, and  is the 
total volume of the luid. Then, after adding 
and substituting the above equations, the 
displacement in terms of derivative becomes:

   (9)
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By rearranging the above equations, we get:

    (10)

From Equation 10, the continuous-time transfer 
function is given as:

 (11)

Therefore, transfer function equation 11 can be 
written in terms of constant values that are:

  (12)

In equation 12, actuator gain , natural frequency 
, and servo valve damping coef icient  can be 

de ined as:

Therefore, after reviewing the generic 
mathematical model in Equation 12, it has been 
proposed that the transfer function of EHSAS can 
be suitably presented as a third-order transfer 
function. The basic structure of the proposed 
continuous-time transfer function is as shown in 
Equation 13.

 (13)

3.2. Nonlinear Modelling Based on 
Actual Parameters
This section discusses the dynamic modelling of 
the hydraulic servo system. The system has been 
modelled as a nonlinear system in Simscape. After 
such parameter identification, the nonlinear 

model has been modified into a mathematical 
form in which the physical structure is 
represented in a nonlinear generalized model. 
To develop a mathematical model of the system, 
different dynamic parameters have been used. 
Each of the Simscape model components has been 
configured with parameters of the real hydraulic 
actuator taken from its technical manuals and 
also shown in Table 2. This nonlinear model 
as shown in Fig. 3 has been generated as a 
replacement of the real actuator, so that system 
identification and experimentation techniques 
would be applied without any damage to the 
hydraulic actuator.

3.3. System Identi ication
Although hydraulic actuator can be fully defined 
by its physical laws as shown in Subsection 
3.1 However, with repeated usage, the system 
develops leaks or the performance of its 
components deteriorates and many uncertainties 
occur in the system. System identification 
techniques use measured experimental data 
to obtain frequency responses with the intent 
that, system uncertainties are observed, and the 
models obtained are more precise.

3.3.1 Selection of Input Excitation Signal
Based on the dynamics of the system and the 
requirements of modelling, researchers have 
presented various excitation signals. The most 
commonly used excitation signal is Pseudo 
Random Binary Sequences (PRBS) which is 
a periodic and deterministic signal with the 
replacement of noise. An integer number of 
periods in PRBS should be used to enjoy its good 
properties that limit the choice of the length of 
the experiment [25]. For the identification of 
linear systems, the PRBS signal is widely used. 
Therefore, it cannot be used for nonlinear 
systems as they also require the judicious choice 
of excitation amplitude to cover the entire 
operating range of the system to identify.

Another commonly used excitation signal is a 
step signal, which can give the different response 
parameters which are very helpful in
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Table 2: Parameters of EHSAS [24]. 

system identification. However, the step signal 
does not cover the full dynamics of the system as 
it contains low information content in data [26]. 
Therefore, it is not considered for this research. 
Sinusoidal is another useful signal, which covers 
the given frequency with different possible 
amplitudes. However, to cover the full dynamic 
range of the system, the sinusoidal signal is 
given as a chirp or multisine signal so that more 
frequencies can be captured. After an extensive 
literature review of system identification 
of similar hydraulic actuators, it has been 
determined that the most suitable excitation 
signals for black-box identification of EHSAS 
are multisine and chirp signal as presented in     

Table 1.

The chirp excitation signal is a frequency sweep 
signal, with increasing frequencies exponentially 
over a certain period. Chirp signal has the same 
crest factor as sinusoid and the excited frequency 
band is well controlled. The chirp excitation 
signal is designed according to [27], as shown in 
Equation 14. 

  (14)

In equation 14, A represents the amplitude of the 
signal and φ(t) shows the phase of the signal.   
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 is the starting frequency at  is the inal 
frequency and  is the time that is taken to sweep 
from starting to inal frequency.

3.3.2 Selection of Parameters of 
Excitation Signal
Formation of the selected excitation signals 
requires the determination of amplitude and 
frequency. However, the reviewed literature has 
used hit and trial to select the excitation signal 
parameters and then perform experimental 
validation to check the required accuracy of 
the mathematical model has been achieved. 
Therefore, in this research, the parameters of 
excitation signals have been proposed according 
to the actuator dynamics. A reference has been 
obtained from system identification of complex 
nonlinear systems such as aircraft and rotorcraft 
[28]. There is no need for higher frequency 
inputs. To obtain a good identification model for 
flight mechanics and control applications, the 
maximum chirp signal frequency for aircraft and 
rotorcraft is limited to almost 2 Hz. For forming a 
chirp signal, the minimum ω_min and maximum 
ω_max  frequencies are required to ensure that 
the excitation signal covers the full range of 
dynamics of the system. However, the excitation 
signal must also be related to the dynamics of 
the system. Therefore, a range of frequencies 
has been proposed in relation to the bandwidth 
of the system. The range of frequency for the 
chirp signal is 0.1ω_Bw≤ω≤2ω_Bw. Finally, the 
maximum amplitude has been selected which 
avoids the actuator saturation to excite the 
system and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) [2].

Similarly, a multisine excitation signal has also 
been used for capturing the whole dynamics of 
the system. The combination of three different 
frequencies with relation to its system behaviour 
has been proposed instead of distribution over 

a range of frequencies. Equation 15 shows the 
proposed multisine equation with selected 
parameters.

  (15)

So, at this stage, input versus output data has 
been chosen, there is a sanity check through 

(a)  Chirp Excitation Signal

(b) Multisine Excitation Signal

Figure 4: Coherence Function Estimation of Input-
Output Data 

coherence function to ind out whether this data 
is rich enough to give better results of system 
Identi ication. The coherence function calculates 
how well a system can be predicted based on 
input-output frequencies. In Fig. 4, it has been 
observed that the value of coherence reaches 1 
at the selected frequency range.

3.3.3 Model Identi ication
A linear model is used as the identi ication of 
EHSAS to approximate a nonlinear model. Since 
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this is the discrete-time model that can describe 
the relationship between  and . The 
linear model is preferred over the nonlinear 
model as it is a more popular model among 
different estimation methods to identify the 
EHSAS, while at the same time, it can represent 
the real system with high accuracy [15]. Different 
researchers have preferred that will result in a 
3rd order transfer successfully modelled the 
hydraulic actuator as a linear system. Therefore, 
a 3rd order transfer function model and ARX 
model have been selected, as discussed in Section 
2. 

To estimate the unknown parameters of the 
system based on the ARX model, the least square 
method is used. Furthermore, it also has been 
experimentally validated. The general

(a) Chirp Excitation Signal

(b) Multisine Excitation Signal

Figure 5: Data Collection for Model Identification.

equation of ARX model is as shown in Equation 
16, where A and B represents the polynomials, 
input , output ,  shows the th input, 

is the total number of inputs,  presents th 
input delay and e(t) is the white noise respectively. 
Both time and frequency domain data has been 
used to estimate the transfer function models. 
The continuous time model has been obtained by 
direct convertion of discrete time function .

 (16)

The irst step in the identi ication of the model is 
to get system input and output signals. The chirp 
excitation signal and the corresponding output 
as shown in Fig. 5a is divided into two sets within 
the 50s; the 80% set is used for estimation and 
the remaining 20% is used for validation.

Model ARX-331 obtained from one of the sets of 
data as a result of the highest best- it value with 
50ms sampling time, that is known as 

3.3.4 Model Validation

(a) Chirp Excitation Signal

(b) Multisine Excitation Signal
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Figure 6:  Measured and Simulated Output Data.

 
Multisine signal is the second type of excitation 
signal used to get the EHSAS model. Fig. 5b 
displays the estimation and validation obtained 
data, respectively. The irst half of the obtained 
data has been used for estimation and the second 
for validation. The 3rd order transfer function, 
G_multisine (s) has been chosen to represent 
the multisine excitation model since it has the 
highest best- it value.

The model validation has been done by evaluating 
the best it between the measured and simulated 
data. The model with a higher percentage of 
best it indicates that the model can represent a 
model close to the nonlinear model. In addition 
to the best- it, mean square error (MSE) and 
inal prediction error (FPE) has been observed 

for model identi ication as tabulated in Table 
3. In Fig. 6, it is shown that the model obtained 
through multisine and chirp excitation signals 
provides an accurate measured and simulated 
output.

(a) Chirp Model

(b) Multisine Model

Figure 7: Experimental Analysis Through RMSE.

Besides the best- it percentage, FPE and MSE 
of multisine and chirp excitation signal, the 
validation has been done. For the evaluation 
of the identi ied model, different test signals 
including triangular, square, sine, and sawtooth 
have been fed to the model of chirp and multisine. 
Therefore, to draw a comparison between the 
nonlinear model and identi ied model, the root 
means square error (RMSE) has been calculated 
as shown in Fig. 7, respectively. It is depicted that 
the lowest error calculated by chirp excitation 
signal responded 

Table 3: Model Selection Criteria.
Model Multisine          Chirp         
Parameters            
Best-Fit   99.17%  98.79% 
Percentage
MSE    0.002918   0.00301  
FPE      0.00304   0.00311

 

Figure 8: Simulink Model with NPID Controller.

to different test signals are triangular, followed 
by square signal and sawtooth signal. Similarly, 
in multisine excitation signal by varying 
amplitude and frequency of test signals, it has 
been noted that there is the minimum error 
obtained from the triangular test signal then 
sine signal followed by a square signal. Thus, if 
the comparison has been drawn between chirp 
and multisine excitation signals then it has been 
claimed that the chirp excitation signal shows 
better performance with minimum RMSE.

3.4 Controller Design
After the system identi ication has been 
completed with reasonable accuracy, the 
nonlinear PID controller has been selected for 
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control. The most widely used control scheme 
in various applications is PID. The PID controller 
has been used very effectively for better position 
tracking performance, and fast response time 
[29]. Since it has a basic structure having different 
types of tunning methods available that are more 
ef icient as well. By tuning the PID gain K_p, K_i 
and K_d values, system performance such as 
rise time, overshoot, settling time, and steady-
state error can be signi icantly improved. The 
conventional type of controller is often dif icult 
to acquire optimum performance because of the 
presence of nonlinearities in the system. As the 
dynamic model of the hydraulic actuator system 

incorporates major non-linearities, achieving 
reasonable performance for these systems 
is dif icult for PID controllers. Therefore, the 
PID controller combines with nonlinear gain 
called the NPID controller, which is designed 
to control the EHSAS position tracking [31,43]. 
The nonlinear gain is used to enhance system 
ef iciency and minimize overshoot by using 
a relatively higher gain [24]. Equation 17 
represents the NPID controller.

    (17)

(a) Step Response Comparison for Chirp Identi ied 
Model

(b) Step Response Comparison for Multisine 
Identi ied Model

(c) Staircase Response Comparison for Chirp 
Identi ied Model

(d) Staircase Response Comparison for Multisine 
Identi ied Model.

(e) Sinusoidal Response Comparison for Chirp 
Identi ied Model 

(f) Sinusoidal Response Comparison for Multisine 
Identi ied Model

Figure 9: Comparative Results of Controller Performance Between Identi ied Model and Nonlinear Model by 
Using Different Reference Signals (Left hand side shows the obtained model through chirp excitation signal 

whereas, right hand side shows the obtained model through multisine excitation signal). Represents The 
Reference Signal, -- - -- - -- Shows The Nonlinear Model, - - - - - - Shows An Identi ied Model.
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A wide variety of options are available for the 
nonlinear gain k. Here, as a function of error e, 
nonlinear gain k has been used as the hyperbolic 
function [24].

  (18)

 (19)

where  represents the constant values 
fed by the user, that has been selected through 
experimentation. However,  shows the 
minimum value, the range of variation de ined 
by , and the rate of variation of  speci ied 
by . The experiment is repeated with k as a 
hyperbolic function of e, with the effect of the 
nonlinear gain  on the system performance, as 
shown:

   (20)

The nonlinear gain k varies with respect to the 
error. The gain is automatically minimized as the 
time continues and the error is reduced, then 
eventually settles to the inal value of one, with 
zero steady-state error.

Although the output of the device needs to achieve 
zero steady-state error with this controller, 
proportional controller  is used to improve 
the speed of response so that it can track the 
position of a hydraulic actuator. The system is 
given an integral controller  to get the steady-
state error zero or very low. Derivative controller 

 will improve system speed performance [23]. 
The derivative action may not be appropriate 
at times because the proportional and integral 
action already provides a reasonable response 
to the output. Ziegler-Nichols tuning method is 
used to determine the tuning value of , and 

. Before the tuning process, the critical gain, 
 and critical oscillation period,  needs to 

be determined. Based on these two parameters, 
the value of , and  are adjusted. Ziegler-
Nichols tuning rules and these values might be 
modi ied to obtain the best output response.

Stability of the ARX model has been ensured by 
setting the model order equal to order of the 
identi ied system. Linear and non linear PID gains 
have also been set within designated limits [31] to 
ensure a stable closed loop system. Experimental 
validations also indicate that the proposed 
method results in a stable closed loop system. 

Table 4:  Transient Response Analysis.

The nonlinear PID controller has been applied to 
improve the position performance of the system. 
Fig. 8 illustrates the Simulink model composed 
of the NPID controller. The tracking performance 
of the controller has been veri ied by feeding 
different types of reference signals like step, 
staircase, and sine. These reference signals have 
been given to both; the nonlinear model and the 
identi ied model for position tracking capability 
analysis. Fig. 9 clearly shows that both inherited 
output signals from the chirp and multisine 
excitation signal followed the nearest path to the 
reference signal. The performance of the controller 
has been investigated with the transient response 
analysis, including the rise time , settling time  
and over-shoot , as presented in Table. 4.

4. Conclusion
In this research, the selection of suitable excitation 
signals for system identi ication of hydraulic 
actuator has been presented. A proposed 
methodology for the selection of excitation 
signal parameters with actuator dynamics has 
been validated in simulation by comparing 
performance with a nonlinear model of the 
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actuator. After that, a nonlinear PID controller is 
con igured to control the electro-hydraulic servo 
actuator system, based on the model acquired 
from the identi ication process. The results 
show an accurate tracking performance. Future 

work includes experimental veri ication of the 
proposed techniques and implementation on a 
hydraulic actuator.
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